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Outstanding results from Cayley Lode drilling
Investment case
Well-funded copper-gold explorer with the largest ground position
within the Stavely Volcanic Belt of Western Victoria. Game changer
discovery made in Sept’19, with shallow high-grade copper-gold-silver
mineralisation (32m @ 5.9%Cu, 1.0g/t Au and 58g/t Ag from 62m)
intersected while testing a structurally controlled target at Thursday’s
Gossan. The lode-style system (Cayley Lode) is extensive, now defined
over 1.5km of strike, and remains open at depth. Resource definition
drilling is well advanced, with the expectation of a maiden resource
late Q1CY21. Thursday’s Gossan remains highly prospective for multiple
mineralised structures, and the porphyry source for this significant
mineralisation is yet to be revealed. Some priority (porphyry) targets
generated from seismic data are planned to be tested in the coming
months. The “true size of the prize” may take some time to crystallise,
but we continue to see good value with drilling providing significant
results. We maintain our Speculative Buy, our price target is $1.10/sh
(down from $1.20/sh).
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Key points

y 144m @ 1.04% Cu, 0.15g/t Au and 3.4g/t Ag from 35m, including
higher grade intervals:
o 84m @ 1.55% Cu, 0.23g/t Au and 5.0g/t Ag from 95m, (incl. 28m
@ 3.31% Cu, 0.49g/t Au and 7.1g/t Ag from 151m)
y Considered a “text book hit” with the higher grade zones close to or
on the basal contact, with the 28m high-grade interval a solid result
in comparison to discovery hole SMD050 which reported 32m @
5.88% Cu, 1.00g/t Au and 58g/t Ag from 62m.
y The initial resource drill-out is targeting mineralised extensions and
confirming continuity along 700-1,000m of the 1,500m of strike
of the Cayley Lode on ~40m x 40m grid pattern, with the drilling
program now expected to be concluded in early CY21 for the maiden
resource release in 1HCY21, subject to the ongoing drilling and
timing of assays. Scoping development studies are expected to be
completed following the resource release.
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Disclaimer
Euroz Hartleys Securities declares that it has
acted as underwriter to and/or arranged an
equity issue in and/or provided corporate advice
to Stavely Minerals Limited during the last year.
Euroz Hartleys Securities has received a fee for
these services.
This analyst declares that he has a beneficial
interest in Stavely Minerals Limited.

y Four diamond rigs are currently operating on the resource definition
program, with another 2 rigs to arrive in the coming weeks to
commence with deeper porphyry target testing - exploration
activities well-funded through existing cash of over $30m.
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y The latest significant result from SMD104 is ~275m along strike of the
discovery hole (SMD050) and reported:
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Ongoing resource definition drilling of the Cayley Lode is progressing
well. Latest results from infill drilling include a board zone of shallow
copper mineralisation which is the “biggest hit to date”.
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Fig 1: Cross Section for SMD104

Source: SVY

y Since the discovery hole, ~68 hole have now been completed for
just over 17,000m. Assays are pending for 9 holes with 4 holes in
progress (as at late Oct’20).
y Another infill drill result of particular note (previously reported) was
from SMD087, located ~100m south of SMD050 and considered to
have similar in-situ value to the discovery hole, reporting:
y 87m @ 1.74% Cu, 0.57g/t Au and 20g/t Ag from 140m, including:
o 24m @ 4.19% Cu, 1.27g/t Au and 53g/t Ag from 163m, and 9m @
4.09% Cu, 1.83g/t Au and 39g/t Ag from 218m.
y When comparing the copper equivalent metres (CuEq%*m) of both
holes, the discovery hole SMD050 has an estimated CuEq%*m of
~237, whereas SMD087 has an estimated CuEq%*m of ~214, clearly
both very good results.
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Fig 2: Cross Section for SMD087

Source: SVY

Fig 3: Cayley Lode – Long Section

Source: SVY

y During the course of Q4CY20, SVY plans to commence with the
drilling of two 1,500m diamond holes to test two porphyry targets
interpreted from recently completed seismic surveys.
y This is the “big prize” potential as the extensive alteration system
(Cayley Lodes and other mineralised structures) are likely to be
driven by a late-stage porphyry intrusion, yet to be discovered.
y Porphyry testing is currently planned to commence in the coming
weeks (Nov’20) and will likely take to Feb’21 to complete. We look
forward to the start of drilling and the outcomes of this program.
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Fig 4: Interpreted Porphyry Targets to Test

Source: SVY

Analysis
ASSET VALUATION
Stavely Project (undisc)
Exploration (nom)
Cash

A$m

A$/sh

240

0.91

20

0.08

31

0.12

(5)

(0.02)

Unpaid Capital

4

0.02

Debt

-

-

290

1.10

Corp OH

A$

y We have an updated price target of $1.10/sh. Our price target has
lowered slightly (from $1.20/sh) due largely to equity dilution from a
capital raise completed in Q3CY20, along with timing to the maiden
resource release.
y Our price target is considered highly speculative, as the Company
is yet to define a resource at the Cayley Lode (resource drilling is
ongoing). At our price target, we estimate that the stock could be
factoring in an early stage copper mining inventory of +6-10Mt at a
good grade (+1.5% CuEq).
y SVY has a low-grade inferred resource estimate at Thursday’s Gossan
in the form of a secondary chalcocite enriched blanket (28Mt at 0.4%
Cu). We do not believe that this is a standalone deposit, however it
could become complementary and reduce some of the pre-strip to
access the higher-grade Cayley Lode, once deemed feasible.
y We note that there is significant upside and downside risk based on
further exploration success/failure. The biggest assumptions are on
the size (total tonnes) and grade (copper and gold) of the Cayley
Lode, which are based on completed holes at the time this research
note.
y The current price target, at this stage does not factor in the upside
potential of adding further high-grade mineralisation in nearby
structures (ie CLS or NSS) or the substantial upside of discovering a
copper-gold porphyry at depth. Regional prospectivity has also been
enhanced by the work completed to date.
Euroz Hartleys Securities Limited
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Key Variables

Our Share Price Sensitivity
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Our Market Sensitivity
Valuation - $1.00/sh
Price Target - $1.10/sh
Bull Scenario - $2.00/sh
Ongoing exploration success, with shallow
high-grade lode-style copper veins extended
along strike, within the Cayley Lode (UCF). Additional upside potential from other mineralised
structures (ie NSS and CLS). The intersection
of a copper-porphyry at depth could more than
double this bull scenario. Prophyry target-testing
to commence in the coming months.
Base Scenario - $1.10/sh
Ongoing drilling continues to provide good drill
results, with the resource definition activities providing confidence to the size and grade potential
of the mineralisation within the Cayley Lode.
Additional mineralisation defined outside of the
Cayley Lode is considered upside.
Bear Scenario - $0.30/sh
Exploration fails to yield an economic deposit.
Commodity prices (in particular copper) fall
signficantly and exploration funding becomes
challenging. It should noted that current cash
backing is ~12cps, capping some downside risks.
Company Summary
Stavely Minerals (SVY) is a copper-gold focused
explorer. SVY was founded by former Integra
Mining Limited executives in early 2013. In March
2013, SVY acquired its flagship asset the Stavely
Project, located in Western Victoria (~200km
west of Melbourne) from BCD Resources NL for
a total consideration of A$2.8m. The Stavely
Project contains the Thursday’s Gossan prospect
(Cayley Lode discovery).
Disclaimer
The projections and information above is based
on the set assumptions outlined. Due care and
attention has been used in the preparation of
this information. However actual results may
vary from forecasts and any variation may be
materially positive or negative. Forecasts by their
very nature, are subject to uncertainty and contingencies, many of which are outside the control
of Euroz.
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We cannot guarantee that the integrity of this communication has been
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